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The purpose of this paper is to announce some results of the author's 
thesis on modular width four lattices and their consequences particularly 
in the field of lattice varieties. Detailed proofs will appear elsewhere. 

A variety (equational class) of lattices is said to be finitely based if it is 
defined by a finite set of identities (see [2] for definitions). Let M™ be the 
variety generated by all modular lattices of width not exceeding n and 
length not exceeding m, where m and n are cardinals. It is easy to see that 
if nx and n2 are infinite cardinals and m is any cardinal then MJ,1 = M^2 

and M * = M™2. Consequently the symbol oo will be used in place of any 
infinite cardinal. R. Wille [8] asks for which m, n is MJJ1 finitely based. If m 
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FIGURE 1 (cont.) 

and n are both finite then McKenzie's theorem [7] implies that M™ is 
finitely based. K. Baker has shown that M™ is finitely based for all m [1] 
and that M* is not finitely based for 5 ^ n < oo [1]. M f = M f is the class 
of all distributive lattices and thus finitely based. B. Jónsson [6] has shown 
that M f is finitely based, leaving only the case of M% unsolved. The main 
result of this paper is that MJ is finitely based. This is an easy corollary 
of Jónsson 's theorem [5] and the following theorem. 

THEOREM 1. Let L be a subdirectly irreducible modular lattice of width 
greater than four. Then one of the nine lattices of Figure 1 is a homomorphic 
image of a sublattice of L. 

The techniques used to prove Theorem 1 can also be used to characterize 
subdirectly irreducible modular lattices of width four. 

THEOREM 2. If L is a subdirectly irreducible modular width four lattice 
then either 
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FIGURE 2 

(i) L = A. 
(ii) L has a sublattice isomorphic to the quotient sublattice of B lying 

between z0 and zk for some k, such that the only other elements that L might 
have are elements vvt, i = 2 , . . . , k — 2, such that w, v z{ e {xi+ u yi+1} and 
wf AZj= {x i_1 ,}' i_1}. There is at most one such element for each 
i = 2 , . . . , fc - 2. 

(iii) L has a sublattice isomorphic to the sublattice of B consisting of the 
elements greater than or equal to z0 such that the only other elements L can 
possibly have are the elements whi = 2 , 3 , . . . , described in (ii) and possibly 
a greatest element. 

(iv) L is the dual to one of the lattices described in (iii). 
(v) L has a sublattice isomorphic to B and the only other possible elements 

are a top element, a bottom element, and the elements wh i = 0, ± 1, ± 2, 
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Conversely all the lattices described in (i)-(v) are subdirectly irreducible 
modular lattices of width four. 

Let FL(M% n) be the free M J lattice with n generators. 

THEOREM 3. Ifn is finite then FL(M^t n) is finite.1 

This theorem is a corollary of Theorem 2 and the following lemma, which 
is a theorem of universal algebra. 

LEMMA. Let (Lt \iel)bea family of finite lattices such that there are finitely 
many distinct isomorphic types of lattices. Then if L is a finitely generated 
sublattice of the direct product of the Lh is I, L is finite. 

A further consequence of Theorem 2 is the following theorem. 

THEOREM 4. There are 2Ko subvarieties of M4. 

Notice this has as a corollary that there exists a subvariety of M £ which 
is not finitely based. 
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1 Compare with Birkhoff's Problem 46 [2]. 


